- Equipped with:
  (2) 300SS Clamps, Installation Torque 60 in-lb
  (1) 300SS Shield, 12"x1.5"x.012", Max Installation Torque 60 in-lb
- Product includes Insert Bushing

**Connect**

2 1/2" PL, ST, Copper or 2" Duriron
to
1 1/2" CI, PL or ST

---

**Dimensions are in Inches**

- Angular Tolerance: ± 3°
- \( X = 0.029 \)
- \( XX = 0.06 \)

**Tolerance:**

- Angular: ± 3°
- \( X = 0.029 \)
- \( XX = 0.06 \)

---

**Gasket Material:** Black Flexible PVC, 60 Shore A

**Complies with:**
- ASTM D5926, C1173

**Temp: (-)30 to 140°F**

---

**Part Number:** 1056-250/150RC

**Date:** 10/22/2014

**Description:** 2 1/2" x 1 1/2" Coupling

---
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